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Abstract

Despite the known clonal distribution of antibiotic resistance in many bacteria, empiric (pre-

culture) antibiotic selection still relies heavily on species-level cumulative antibiograms,

resulting in overuse of broad-spectrum agents and excessive antibiotic/pathogen mismatch.

Urinary tract infections (UTIs), which account for a large share of antibiotic use, are caused

predominantly by Escherichia coli, a highly clonal pathogen. In an observational clinical

cohort study of urgent care patients with suspected UTI, we assessed the potential for E.

coli clonal-level antibiograms to improve empiric antibiotic selection. A novel PCR-based

clonotyping assay was applied to fresh urine samples to rapidly detect E. coli and the urine

strain’s clonotype. Based on a database of clonotype-specific antibiograms, the acceptabil-

ity of various antibiotics for empiric therapy was inferred using a 20%, 10%, and 30%

allowed resistance threshold. The test’s performance characteristics and possible effects on

prescribing were assessed. The rapid test identified E. coli clonotypes directly in patients’

urine within 25–35 minutes, with high specificity and sensitivity compared to culture. Antibi-

otic selection based on a clonotype-specific antibiogram could reduce the relative likelihood

of antibiotic/pathogen mismatch by� 60%. Compared to observed prescribing patterns,

clonal diagnostics-guided antibiotic selection could safely double the use of trimethoprim/

sulfamethoxazole and minimize fluoroquinolone use. In summary, a rapid clonotyping test

showed promise for improving empiric antibiotic prescribing for E. coli UTI, including revers-

ing preferential use of fluoroquinolones over trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole. The clonal

diagnostics approach merges epidemiologic surveillance, antimicrobial stewardship, and

molecular diagnostics to bring evidence-based medicine directly to the point of care.

Introduction

The rising prevalence of antimicrobial resistance among bacterial pathogens is one of today’s

greatest medical challenges [1–4]. Because conventional cultures can take days to determine a
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pathogen’s antimicrobial susceptibility profile, new approaches are needed urgently to guide

empiric (pre-culture) selection of antimicrobial therapy.

Urinary tract infection (UTI), a leading reason for antibiotic treatment among women and

elderly men, is caused mainly by Escherichia coli [5–7]. Patients with UTI symptoms account

for a large share of visits to emergency departments and urgent care clinics [8]. Correct

empiric UTI therapy is essential for prompt symptomatic relief and to prevent progression

and relapse [9, 10].

Empiric antibiotic selection for UTI is guided by the syndrome (e.g., uncomplicated cystitis

vs. pyelonephritis) and the local species-level resistance prevalence among uropathogens. As a

first choice for empiric treatment of uncomplicated UTI (i.e., cystitis), the Infectious Diseases

Society of America (IDSA) recommends trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole (T/S) if the local T/S

resistance prevalence in E. coli is� 20%, whereas for pyelonephritis, empiric fluoroquinolone

(FQ) therapy is suggested if the local FQ resistance prevalence in E. coli is� 10% [11].

Due to increasingly prevalent resistance, these resistance thresholds are becoming difficult

to implement. In many centers, the prevalence of T/S resistance in E. coli considerably exceeds

20%, leading to greatly diminished empiric T/S use [12–14]. Use of the IDSA-recommended

next-choice antibiotics for uncomplicated UTI–nitrofurantoin (NIT) and fosfomycin (FOS)–

remains uncommon, despite a low prevalence of resistance. In contrast, use of FQs for uncom-

plicated UTI has surged, despite recommendations to reserve FQs for more challenging infec-

tions [11, 15–18]. Unfortunately, the prevalence of FQ resistance in E. coli now well exceeds

10% (or even 20%) in most locales, complicating guideline-adherent use of FQs too.

Uropathogenic E. coli can be split into multiple clonal groups that differ from each other

and the species overall in the prevalence of resistance to specific antibiotics [19–21]. Clonal

resistance profiles are sufficiently stable across time periods, geographic regions, and patient

populations to allow their use to guide empiric treatment selection [22–24].

Here, we assessed how a clonal diagnostics approach might improve point-of-care empiric

antibiotic selection. Specifically, within a prospective observational cohort, we implemented a

novel quantitative PCR (qPCR)-based test that resolves over 50 E. coli clonal groups. We found

that the clonal diagnostics approach could significantly increase the use of T/S and other

agents over FQs, while significantly reducing the risk of antibiotic/pathogen mismatch.

Materials and methods

Local reference set

The local reference E. coli isolates (n = 1,225, S1 Dataset) were obtained in sequential batches,

without pre-selection, from urine samples submitted to the clinical laboratory at Kaiser Perma-

nente Washington (KPWA: Seattle, WA) between November, 2010 and April, 2014. Antibiotic

susceptibility profiles were determined by disk diffusion according to CLSI guidelines [25].

Here, we focused on susceptibility to seven antibiotics–ampicillin (AMP), cefazolin (CZ), cef-

triaxone (CTR), T/S, FQ, NIT, and FOS. The reference isolates’ clonal identity was determined

by a recently described novel 7-SNP test [19], which assigns isolates to over 50 clonotypes–

clonal groups corresponding with multi-locus sequence types (STs) or combinations thereof

(S1 Table).

Each clonotype was assessed for the corresponding isolates’ cumulative antibiogram to each

of the above 7 antibiotics (S1 Table).

Multi-national reference set

The multi-national reference set included 741 clonotyped non-Seattle E. coli isolates from a

previously described multi-center collection, with their clonotype-specific antibiograms [19]
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(S2 Dataset). These non-pre-selected isolates had been collected between October 2010 and

June 2013 from 4 clinical laboratories in Minneapolis, Minnesota (Veterans Affairs Medical

Center, 109 isolates); Muenster, Germany (University Hospital, 386 isolates); Moscow, Russia

(Gemotest Center, 53 isolates); and Wrocław, Poland (Medical University of Wrocław, 193

isolates).

Prospective clonal diagnostics study

The study was done from July 2014 to November 2015 at the KPWA Urgent Care Clinic (Capi-

tol Hill, Seattle), assisted by the KPWA central laboratory and the Department of Microbiol-

ogy, University of Washington (UW; Sokurenko laboratory). Study participants were patients

from 18 to 90 years old (mean 52.5 years, ± 22.8; females 82%), who presented with symptoms

of UTI. The Institutional Review Board (IRB) granted a waiver of consent for collection and

use of the samples. Per the clinic’s standard protocol, urine specimens submitted to the Urgent

Care Clinic laboratory underwent urinalysis using the Bayer Multistix strip, with results (deter-

mined per the manufacturer’s instructions) reported within 3 min of testing.

Because this urinalysis test identifies > 98% of E. coli -positive urine samples (not shown),

the 7-SNP test was performed only on urinalysis-positive specimens.

All the data were analyzed anonymously (identifiers were removed in the Kaiser Perma-

nente Washington Urgent Care clinical lab). De-identified electronic medical records were

reviewed according to an Institutional Review Board-approved protocol to identify antibiotics

prescribed on the day of the index visit or the following day.

7-SNP test

The qPCR-based 7-SNP test was performed essentially as described previously [19], with

minor modification (see below). The test determines the clonotype identity of the bacteria

based on a combinatory number (barcode) derived from the presence/absence of seven single

nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) positions within two genes, fumC and fimH. An additional

test reaction determines presence of the uidA locus, which is specific to E. coli. The qPCR test

was performed using the Rotor-Gene Q instrumentation platform (QIAGEN, Inc). The Rotor-

Gene qPCR tube strips, functionalized with reaction mixes containing SNP- and uidA-specific

primers, as described previously [19], were supplied by ID Genomics, Inc. (Seattle, WA) and

stored at -20˚C until use. To shorten the test time, two minor modifications were made to the

previously described protocol. First, for bacterial lysis and crude DNA extraction, the bacteria/

Chelex beads pellet was heated at 96˚C for 3 minutes instead of 5 minutes as described previ-

ously. Second, the bacterial DNA was added to the functionalized qPCR test tubes after the lat-

ter were pre-heated for 3 min as a ‘jump start’ step (that was done in parallel to the bacterial

DNA prep) and not before the pre-heating step as described previously. Neither step affected

the test quality.

Urine culture and isolate testing

Each urine specimen also underwent quantitative culture, species identification and suscepti-

bility testing according to standard procedures. A clinically significant bacterial load was

defined as� 103 cfu/ml [26].

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using STATA 14.0 (StataCorp LP, USA). Test performance

characteristics estimates and confidence intervals were calculated using a logistic model with a
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positive test as the predictor and a positive culture as the outcome. Correlation between time

to the positive test and E. coli load as detected by culture was analyzed using linear regression,

with bacterial load given as log10 cfu/ml. Comparisons between the study and reference isolate

sets for the prevalence of the major constituent clonotypes were done using a chi-square test of

independence or Fisher’s exact test (if required). Resistance prevalence for all E. coli isolates

within the study and reference sets was compared individually for each antibiotic using a two-

sided Fisher’s exact test. The difference in overall resistance prevalence between study and ref-

erence isolates was additionally evaluated using multivariable logistic regression, unadjusted

or adjusted for the major clonotype CT561. Disparities between resistance of major clonotypes

within study set and either of the two reference sets in clonotype/antibiotic profiles for major

clonotypes were compared using McNemar test.

Calculations of prescription mismatch rates

Prescription mismatch rates were calculated for a subset of cases where E. coli was detected

both in the 7-SNP test and by culturing, and an antibiotic was prescribed at the index day of

the specimen collection. Observed prescription mismatch rate was calculated for individual

classes of antibiotics and overall as the percent of cases where E. coli isolates were resistant to

the prescribed antibiotic according to the isolates’ culture-based antibiogram. Expected mis-

match rate was calculated for individual classes of prescribed antibiotic based on the rate of

prescription of this antibiotic in the study patients and the overall rate of resistance to that

antibiotic in the study E. coli isolates according to the culture-based antibiograms. Predicted
mismatch rate was calculated for individual classes of prescribed antibiotic as follows: in each

case the drug was considered as an acceptable choice (“allowed”) for a strain of a particular clo-

notype if in the reference set the resistance prevalence in that E. coli clonotype was not above

the threshold level of 20% [11]. Otherwise, use of that antibiotic would be rejected (“disal-

lowed”). If an antibiotic was allowed for a particular isolate, but this isolate happened to be

resistant to this drug according to its culture antibiogram, it was defined as a predicted mis-

match. Mismatch rates were compared using Fisher’s exact test.

Results

7-SNP test determination of E. coli presence and load

Of 750 urinalysis-positive samples from urgent care patients with suspected UTI, 274 (36%)

contained E. coli according to the 7-SNP test (Table 1, S3 Dataset). Quantitative culture

detected E. coli at� 102 cfu/ml (the detection limit) in 267 (97%) 7-SNP-positive and 39 (8%)

Table 1. Performance characteristics of the 7-SNP test for detecting Escherichia coli in urine

samples.

Standardized culture result

7-SNP test result or performance characteristic Any E. coli (N = 306) � 103 cfu/ml E. coli (N = 259)

Positive (N = 274) 267 257

Negative (N = 476) 39 2

Sensitivity a, % 87.3 (83.0–90.8) 99.2 (97.2–99.9)

Specificity a, % 98.4 (96.8–99.4) 96.5 (94.5–98.0)

PPV a, % 97.5 (94.8–99.0) 93.8 (90.3–96.3)

NPV a, % 91.8 (89.0–94.1) 99.6 (98.5–99.9)

a 95% confidence intervals are given in parenthesis after point estimate.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174132.t001
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7-SNP-negative specimens, and at� 103 cfu/ml (the clinical significance threshold) in 257

(94%) 7-SNP-positive and 2 (0.4%) 7-SNP-negative specimens. Thus, for detection of E. coli,
for samples with� 102 cfu/mL the 7-SNP test’s performance characteristics were sensitivity

87.7%, specificity 98.4%, positive predictive value 97.5%, and negative predictive value 91.8%,

whereas for samples with� 103 cfu/ml they were 98.4%, 96.5%, 93.8%, and 99.6%, respectively

(Table 1).

In 7-SNP negative samples neither E. coli-specific uidA nor any SNP-specific primers gave a

distinct positive signal, indicating the inability to detect E. coli in those samples is not likely to

be due to the lack of 7-SNP markers in the strains. The 7-SNP test’s failure to detect E. coli in

37 of 47 specimen with a bacterial load <103 cfu/ml likely indicates the limit of qPCR-based

detection of E. coli under the current protocol. The 7-SNP test’s failure to detect E. coli in 2 of

259 specimen with a bacterial load� 103 cfu/ml could also indicate the presence of qPCR

inhibitors in the urine sample.

Of 306 urine samples where E. coli was cultured, 45 (15%) had other microorganisms cul-

tured as well. In 32 (71%) of the 45 polymicrobial cases, the E. coli load was <103 cfu/ml, and

only 6 of yielded a positive 7-SNP test. In contrast, in the remaining 13 mixed cases, which had

an E. coli load� 103 cfu/ml, the 7-SNP test was uniformly positive. Among the 19 polymicro-

bial cases with a positive 7-SNP test, the majority (90%) contained enteroccoci or other Gram-

positive species as the non-E.coli bacteria, and E. coli was a minority species in only 3 cases,

i.e., <1% of all 306 cases. In 7 of 19 polymicrobial cases E. coli was by far the most prevalent

organism. For further analysis, presence of non-E coli species in polymicrobial specimens was

disregarded.

On average, the 7-SNP test detected E. coli in urine specimens in 20 qPCR cycles, or

20.5 ± 3.4 min. Time to detection corresponded inversely with E. coli load (S1 Fig). Including

the 8-min sample preparation time, the 7-SNP test could detect on average a clinically signifi-

cant E. coli load in 28.0 ± 3.4 minutes.

Clonotypes in urine samples vs. cultured isolates

In urine samples that contained E. coli according to the 7-SNP test, clonotype identity could be

defined in 22 PCR cycles (or 23.0 ± 3.2 minute), or 31.0 ± 3.2 minutes after sample availability.

Among the 267 samples that contained E. coli by both the 7-SNP test and culture, in 260 (97%)

the clonotype determined directly in urine corresponded with that determined by single-col-

ony testing. Of the seven discrepant samples, four had < 103 cfu/ml and one had two clono-

types by single colony testing, one of which matched the 7-SNP test-determined clonotype.

The 268 culture-confirmed E. coli study isolates represented 33 clonotypes (Fig 1), 31 of which

were present in the local reference set (S1 Table), with the two novel clonotypes represented by

a single isolate each.

Overall vs. clonal antibiograms

Study and local reference isolates had a similar overall prevalence of resistance to AMP (48%

vs. 45%), T/S (25% vs. 21%), CTR (5% vs. 4%), and FOS (2% for both) (Fig 2). The study iso-

lates had a higher prevalence of resistance to FQs (21% vs. 15%, P = .004) and a lower preva-

lence of resistance to CZ (8 vs. 15%, P = .001) and NIT (0.4 vs. 5%, P < .001).

Among the study isolates, 12 clonotypes accounted for� 10 isolates each, and for 78% of

the collection (Fig 1). The only significant clonotype-specific resistance prevalence differences

between the study and reference isolates involved CZ in CT620 (0% vs. 20%, respectively) and

FQs in CT571 (57% vs. 25%, respectively) (Fig 2). Likewise, at a 20% resistance threshold for

allowed empiric use of an antibiotic, the local reference set disagreed with the study set for
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only 3 antibiotic-clonotype combinations, i.e., AMP in CT531 and CT721, and T/S in CT361

(Fig 2). The observed difference between the study and reference database with respect to the

resistance profiles of a few clonotypes could be due at least in part to a possible differential

prevalence of sub-CT clonal groups that are not recognized as separate clonotypes by the cur-

rent resolution of the 7-SNP test.

Notably, the difference in overall FQ resistance prevalence between the reference and study

isolates became non-significant (P = .51) after adjusting for the corresponding difference in

prevalence of CT561 (7.4% vs. 16.3%, respectively: OR 2.42, CI 95% 1.66–3.59, P< .001),

which corresponds with the pandemic multi-drug resistant clonal group ST131-H30. Thus,

differential inter-clonal rather than intra-clonal variability in resistance prevalence is a critical

determinant of overall resistance patterns.

Antibiotic prescribing and mismatches for study subjects

An antimicrobial prescription accompanied the index visit for 220 (82%) of 267 subjects with

urinary E. coli according to both the 7-SNP test and culture. Most prescriptions (116, 53%)

were for FQs, followed by T/S (63 29%), CZ (19, 9%), and NIT (100, 5%) (Table 2). Other anti-

biotics included the AMP congener amoxicillin (3 prescriptions), CTR (2), 2nd-generation

cephalosporins (3), amoxicillin/clavulanate (2), clindamycin (1), and vancomycin (1).

Fig 1. Clonotypes identified in study urine samples by the 7-SNP test. Solid lines separate the 12 most

frequent clonotypes (� 12 samples each) from the minor clonotypes.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174132.g001
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Overall, for 38 of 220 subjects (17.3%) the infecting strain was resistant to the prescribed

antibiotic, resulting in antibiotic/pathogen mismatch (Table 2). The observed mismatch rate

was not different (P = .39) from the mismatch rate expected from specific resistance prevalence

in the study set (see Materials and Methods), suggesting that the prescribers had no special

insight into the probability of resistance.

Antimicrobial therapy options allowed by the 7-SNP test

We next evaluated how effectively the 7-SNP test could guide empiric therapy if used in con-

junction with local reference isolate clonal antibiograms and a 20% allowed resistance thresh-

old for empiric use. (For the 2 novel and 4 unidentified CTs, population-wide E. coli resistance

values were used.)

Among the 220 E. coli -positive study subjects who received antibiotics, the 7-SNP test

would allow use of FQs for 78.6%, T/S for 57.3%, CZ for 73.6%, and NIT for 100% (Table 2),

with a resulting frequency of antibiotic/pathogen mismatch of only 4.6%, 7.9%, 4.3%, and

0.3%, respectively. Additionally, it would allow use of CTR for 100% (4.1% mismatch), FOS

for 100% (1.9% mismatch), and AMP for 8.2% (33% mismatch).

In contrast, if prescribers were to prescribe drugs disallowed by the 7-SNP test, antibiotic-

pathogen mismatch would be much more frequent, i.e., 77% for FQs (P < .001), 47% for T/S

Fig 2. Comparison of antibiotic resistance prevalence among study vs. local reference Escherichia coli isolates for the 10 most frequent study

clonotypes. a For each CT (clonotype) the most prevalent (� 90% of isolates) sequence type (ST), as determined by multilocus sequence typing, is shown,

with its subclone determined by CH typing (H) in parentheses, where applicable. For CTs represented by multiple STs (each accounting for� 90% of the

constituent isolates) up to four major STs and the corresponding H subclones are listed. b CT571 comprises ST14 (H27), ST404 (H27) and ST1193 (H64),

which all belong to clonal complex of ST14. c For the study set and local reference set (‘Ref’), antibiotic resistance prevalence for all E. coli and for major

clonotypes is given as percent of resistant isolates in relation to the total number of isolates, overall or within the clonotype; green color indicates resistance

below conventional threshold (� 20%), red color–above it (> 20%); the resistance within study and reference sets was compared individually for each

antibiotic using a two-sided Fisher’s exact test; * P < .05.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174132.g002
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(P< .001), and 14% for CZ (P = .014) (Table 2). Importantly, for the actual antibiotic/patho-

gen mismatches observed in the study, the 7-SNP test would have disallowed the prescribed

drug in 15 (94%) of 16 instances involving FQs and 11 (79%) of 14 involving T/S.

Alternative antimicrobials allowed by the 7-SNP test

As noted above, the 7-SNP test would have allowed NIT for all 220 E. coli -positive, antibiotic-

treated patients and at least one of the other three most frequently used antibiotics (FQs, T/S,

and CZ) in 173 cases. In these 173 cases, all three of these non-NIT agents would have been

allowed for 103 patients (46.8%); FQs and CZ, but not T/S, for 45 (20.5%), and FQs and T/S,

but not CZ, for 23 (10.5%) (Table 3). Thus, in addition to NIT, both T/S and FQs would have

been allowed in 126 of 173 (72.8%) cases, and both CZ and FQs in 148 of 173 (86.8%) cases,

whereas FQs alone (but not T/S or CZ) would have been allowed in just 2 (0.9%) cases.

Table 2. Prescription of antibiotics.

Prescribed

antibiotics a
No. prescriptions (%

of Total)

Antibiotic-pathogen mismatch (%

of no. prescriptions)

Prescription allowed by 7-SNP

test (% from Total) b
Antibiotic-pathogen mismatch

after 7-SNP test c

Allowed

cases (%)

Disallowed

cases (%)

FQ 116 (52.7) 16 (13.8) 173 (78.6) 8 (4.6) 36 (77)

T/S 63 (28.6) 14 (22.2) 126 (57.3) 10 (7.9) 44 (47)

CZ 19 (8.6) 2 (10.5) 162 (73.4) 7 (4.3) 8 (14)

NIT 10 (4.5) 0 (0) 220 (100) 1 (0.5) N/A

AMP 3 (1.4) 2 (66.7) 18 (8.2) 6 (33.3) 106 (53)

CTR 2 (0.9) 0 (0.0) 220 (100) 9 (4.1) N/A d

Other 7 (3.2) 4 (57) NC NC NC d

TOTAL (N = 220) 220 (100) 38 (17.3) N/A N/A N/A

a Abbreviations shown are for the antibiotics to which susceptibility was tested, and are used here to represent the different classes of antibiotics that were

prescribed. The actual antibiotics prescribed, by class, were (no. of cases): “FQ” ciprofloxacin (112) and levofloxacin (4); “CZ” cephalexin (19); “AMP”

amoxicillin (3); “CTR” cefixime (2); “other” cefuroxime (3), amoxicillin/clavulanate (2), clindamycin (1), and vancomycin (1).
b Among these 220 samples, in what number of samples the clonotype identified in 7-SNP test would have the average resistance level less than cutoff

(20% in this instance) in the reference set of E. coli (1,225 Kaiser Permanente Washington urine isolates in this instance). N/A–not applicable; NC–not

considered in the study.
c Among the samples for which the use of this antibiotic was allowed or rejected, how many contained E. coli isolate resistant to this antibiotic; for Total

number of samples the cumulative mistake was calculated using mistakes for each individual class of antibiotics weighted by its prescription rate.
d N/A–not applicable; NC–not considered in the study.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174132.t002

Table 3. Distribution of cases when 7-SNP test allowed the use of FQ a, T/S a, and/or CZ a.

Allowed antibiotic a No. of cases (% of 220)

FQ a T/S a CZ a

YES YES YES 103 (47%)

YES YES NO 23 (11%)

YES NO YES 45 (21%)

YES NO NO 2 (1%)

NO NO YES 14 (6%)

Total allowed for FQ, T/S, or/and CZ 187 (85%)

a FQ, fluorquinolones, T/S, trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole, CZ, 1st generation cephalosporins

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174132.t003
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One can estimate that if FQs, T/S, and CZ were used in accordance with the 7-SNP test, but

in the observed proportions (Table 2), the cumulative antibiotic/pathogen mismatch rate

would be 8.0%, as compared with the observed mismatch rate of 19.1% (Table 4). If instead T/

S were to be used preferentially when allowed by the 7-SNP test (consistent with IDSA guide-

lines), followed by FQs or CZ as the 2nd or 3rd choice only if T/S was rejected, the combined

mismatch rate would be 7.5%-9.1%. Thus, use of the 7-SNP test to guide empiric antibiotic

selection could allow significantly increased T/S use and decreased FQ use, while significantly

reducing the risk of antibiotic/pathogen mismatch.

Effect of using different resistance thresholds

We next estimated how the use of different arbitrary resistance thresholds (10% or 30%,

instead of 20%) would affect allowed antibiotic use, with a focus on T/S. With a 10% threshold,

T/S would be allowed in only 37% of cases (vs. 57% with the 20% threshold; P< .001), but

with only 3.7% resulting mismatches (vs. 7.9% with the 20% threshold, P = .22; S2A Fig). With

a 30% threshold, T/S would be allowed in 71% of cases (vs. 57%, P = .004), with 15% resulting

mismatches (vs. 7.9%, P = .074), which is still lower than the IDSA-suggested 20% resistance

prevalence threshold for cystitis, and the observed 25% mismatch rate. Notably, with a 30%

resistance threshold, T/S would be allowed as an alternative to FQs in fully 82% of cases (vs.

only 73% with the 20% threshold, P = .055).

Effect of using multi-national vs. local reference databases

We estimated next the effect of using clonotype-specific antibiograms from a multi-national

(non-Seattle) reference set, rather than the local reference set, to determine clonotype-guided

use of antibiotics. Clonotype/antibiotic resistance prevalence profiles for the top 10 study clo-

notypes were compared head-to-head between the study set and both reference sets, which

were compiled, respectively from the local and multi-national isolate collections (S2 Table).

As noted above for the local reference database, with the multi-national reference database

the major clonotypes usually did not differ significantly from the study clonotypes for the prev-

alence of resistance to the six antibiotics tested–AMP, CZ, CTR, FQ, T/S and NIT (resistance

Table 4. Prescription rate and antibiotic-pathogen mismatch in different scenarios of antibiotic choice.

Frequency of use of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd-choice antibiotics (prescription rate,

%) a
Total antibiotic-pathogen mismatch rate b P value

FQ a T/S a CZ a Predicted Expected

Observedc (53) Observedc (29) Observedc (9) 8.0 19.1 .001

2nd (25) 1st (67) 3rd (8) 9.1 22.7 < .001

3rd (1) 1st (67) 2nd (32) 7.5 19.6 < .001

1st (93) 2nd (0) 3rd (8) 4.8 20.0 < .001

1st (93) 3rd (0) 2nd (8) 4.8 20.0 < .001

3rd (1) 2nd (12) 1st (87) 4.3 10.2 .022

2nd (12) 3rd (0) 1st (87) 3.7 9.7 .018

a Present analysis includes only 187 cases where at least one of the top three groups of antibiotics can be recommended based on the results of the 7-SNP

test. Drug abbreviations: FQ, fluorquinolones; T/S, trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole; CZ, 1st-generation cephalosporins.
b Mismatch rate is calculated either based on the resistance prevalence among the isolates when the use of antibiotic was allowed by 7-SNP test

(Predicted), or based on overall antibiotic resistance prevalence among the study isolates (Expected). P value was calculated using two-sided Fisher’s

exact test
c ‘Observed’ indicates the prescription rate for these three classes of antibiotics that was observed in the study patients (see Table 2).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174132.t004
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to fosfomycin was not determined in the multi-national dataset). However, significant resis-

tance prevalence disparities vis-a-vis the study isolates were somewhat more frequent with the

multi-national reference isolates (i.e., 7/60 clonotype/antibiotic combinations) than with the

local reference isolates (2/60 total clonotype/antibiotic combinations) (P = .059 in McNemar’s

test). The most pronounced difference between the multi-national and local reference data-

bases for non-concordance with the study isolates was when a 10% resistance threshold was

used to classify clonotypes as susceptible vs. resistant to a given antibiotic. With this threshold,

whereas the local reference clonotypes were non-concordant with the study clonotypes in 5

clonotype/antibiotic combinations, the multi-national reference clonotypes were non-concor-

dant in 19 combinations (P< .001). In contrast, with a 20% resistance threshold, the local and

multi-national reference clonotypes did not differ significantly for non-concordance with the

study clonotypes (3 vs. 7 clonotype/antibiotic combinations, respectively, P = .16). With a 30%

threshold even less non-concordance was observed (9 vs. 12 combinations, respectively, P =

.26).

Although the multi-national reference database was not quite as accurate as the local refer-

ence database for predicting resistance among the study isolates, with the IDSA-recommended

20% resistance threshold its use would reduce only slightly the frequency of allowed T/S use

relative to use of the local reference– 51% vs. 57%, respectively (P = .11) (S2 Fig). Also, at this

threshold, use of the multi-national vs. local reference would raise insignificantly the associ-

ated antibiotic/pathogen mismatch rate in T/S– 8.9% vs. 7.9% (P = .48). At the alternative

resistance thresholds (10%, 30%), however, T/S use would be allowed for fewer cases based on

the multi-national reference database than the local reference database– 22% vs. 37%, respec-

tively, for the 10% threshold (P< .001), and 57% vs. 71%, respectively, for the 30% threshold

(P = .002) (S2 Fig). Still, the resulting mismatch rate would not differ significantly– 7.1% vs.

3.7%, respectively, for the 10% threshold (P = .40) and 10.4% vs. 14.8%, respectively, for the

30% threshold (P = .14).

Thus, a reference clonotype database that does not include local data, despite not being as

concordant with the study isolates as the local clonotype database, could still be used for clono-

type-based diagnostics and yield a significant reduction in mismatch rates with empirical anti-

biotic use.

Discussion

In this prospective observational cohort study we assessed a prototypic clonal diagnostics

method for guiding selection of empirical therapy for E. coli UTI. Our findings support three

main conclusions. First, when the test is performed at the point of care (here, a busy metropol-

itan urgent care clinic), it can detect E. coli and determine clonal identity with high specificity

and sensitivity within 25–35 min of urine specimen availability, which is an acceptable time-

frame for empiric antibiotic prescription. Second, if empiric prescribing were guided by clonal

antibiograms from a pre-existing reference database, the frequency of antibiotic/pathogen mis-

match could be reduced considerably. Third, use of clonal diagnostics could promote antimi-

crobial stewardship by encouraging empiric use of preferred antibiotics (e.g., T/S) over less

preferred antibiotics (e.g., FQs).

Clonotype-level antibiograms provide much more accurate guidance for empirical treat-

ment than do species-level antibiograms, the current standard [11, 19, 20]. In our population,

adherence to IDSA-recommended resistance thresholds would preclude T/S for empiric ther-

apy of uncomplicated cystitis due to the 25% resistance prevalence (cf. the suggested 20%

threshold). In contrast, according to clonal antibiograms, T/S conceivably could be used

empirically for twice as many patients as actually observed (i.e., from 29% to 57%), yet with an
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almost 67% relative reduction of the frequency of antibiotic/pathogen mismatch (from 22% to

8%). Similarly, given the ~20% overall prevalence of FQ resistance, empiric FQ therapy was

marginally acceptable even for uncomplicated cystitis, and was definitely unacceptable for

pyelonephritis. In contrast, if guided by clonal diagnostics, empiric FQ therapy could be used

for almost 80% of isolates, with only a 4.6% mismatch, which would qualify well for empiric

treatment even of pyelonephritis.

As had been reported previously, the reagent cost of the clonotyping test is already quite

low (< $4), and the hands-on time could be reduced significantly with future test optimiza-

tion. We expect that the main cost-benefit advantage of using clonal diagnostics would be in

reducing the prescription of ineffective antibiotics, while constraining overuse of broad-spec-

trum and/or last-lane antimicrobials. Indeed, while the commonly used antibiotics are rela-

tively cheap (but vary significantly in frequency of use in relation to provider), prescription of

an antibiotic regimen to which the E. coli isolate is resistant is strongly associated with clinical

persistence and treatment failure and, thus, need for new prescriptions, extended patient dis-

comfort, repeated outpatient visits or prolonged hospital stay [27–29]. However, quantifying

the cost benefits of the improved accuracy of antibiotic prescription allowed by the 7-SNP test

would require a separate study.

Although patient-specific factors (e.g., drug allergy history, renal dysfunction, pregnancy,

and drug-drug interactions) often constrain prescribers’ antibiotic choices, clonal diagnostics

could reduce empiric FQ overuse by allowing safe substitution of T/S in nearly 3 of 4 cases

when both drugs are allowed. Additionally, with clonal diagnostics guidance, expanded use of

1st generation cephalosporins could further diminish empiric FQ use, which could be espe-

cially useful in children and pregnant women, in whom FQs (and sometimes T/S) may be

undesirable.

Rapid molecular tools have been explored for antimicrobial resistance prediction by target-

ing genetic resistance markers [30, 31]. Unfortunately, resistance to a given drug often depends

on the presence and proper expression of a wide range of genes and variants. In E. coli alone,

at least 14 different genes can confer T/S resistance, and a dozen different mutations in three

chromosomal genes as well as from any of multiple plasmid-borne genes can confer FQ resis-

tance [32–35]. Thus, accurate prediction of resistance/susceptibility to a broad panel of antibi-

otics currently remains infeasible for a test based only on resistance gene markers.

Before broader clinical implementation, the studied clonotyping test would benefit from

technological improvements, including a) fewer hands-on steps and automation of the read-

out; b) increased sensitivity to detect low concentrations of E. coli that still could be indicative of

UTI; c) finer clonotyping resolution to identify distinct sub-CT clonal groups, and, potentially,

d) use of cheaper and point-of-care-friendly non-PCR DNA amplification/detection platforms.

Nonetheless, the current findings provide solid proof-of-principle that a clonal diagnostic

approach can optimize selection of empiric therapy for E. coli UTI. Due to their temporal and

geographic stability, clonal antibiograms also supersede species-level antibiograms in being

usable in different locales and over several years [22–24]. In the future, clonal reference data-

bases could also include data on a broad range of antibiotics for different clonotypes as well as

their minimal inhibitory concentrations, which also could differ by clonotype [36, 37].

Diagnostic reliability of clonal reference database is one of the most critical conditions to

use it as a successful tool for guiding empiric treatment based on the clonal identify of the

infecting agent. Indeed, compilation of such database went through multiple refining cycles

[19, 20] to balance reference strains based on, among other parameters, patient demographics

and clinical presentation. Furthermore, continued sustainability and improvement of the qual-

ity of clonal diagnostics will require the database to incorporate self-learning features to fine

tune to both local and global dynamics of the antimicrobial resistance.
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Our study has limitations. First, it was observational, leaving in question whether clinicians

would act on guidance from the 7-SNP test, and the test’s actual clinical impact. (Notably, the

clinicians did not adhere to IDSA-recommended empirical regimens.) Second, it focused on

E. coli-containing urine samples, whereas other organisms cause a variable proportion of

UTIs, depending on the context [5, 6]. Third, it used antibiotic/pathogen mismatch as a surro-

gate for ineffective therapy, which, although documented previously for T/S and FQs [38, 39],

was not directly studied here. It also has notable strengths, including its prospective cohort

design, urgent care clinic setting, attention to point-of-care feasibility, local and multi-national

reference databases, ample-sized study population, and assessment of test performance with

respect to turn-around time and potential impact on prescribing.

As a key strategy for confronting the threat of antimicrobial resistance, the WHO 2014 report

lists the need to “improve antimicrobial use supervision and support of clinical practices, espe-

cially diagnostic and treatment strategies” [40]. This study provides proof-of-principle that clonal

diagnostics is a promising approach for optimizing empirical antibiotic therapy, promoting anti-

microbial stewardship, and tracking the dynamics of emerging antibiotic-resistant pathogens.
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